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General

E D I T O R IA L
JUST OPINIONS

                                   

Why do we post fishing spots?
I have been asked this a lot from people in this region. There is a reluctance to share fishing locations, even
stocked lakes, with people new to the area or just passing through.
“They should have to put the time in to find the spots”
This common saying is great, for people like me who move here and have the time to put in, but what about
the tourist, the drivers by who just want to take a break, what about the family with young kids who just want
to introduce them to fishing. A child who hooks a fish for the first time is hooked themselves.
“You are ruining fishing – millions of people will flock and fish out the spot”
Millions, yes people have said millions. There may be an increase in fishing pressure, however with enough
information out there, the pressure is divided across multiple areas. In fact, by not sharing locations a single
shared location will have a greatly increased pressure.
With increased pressure, comes increased funds (both in local economics and MNR) for better management
and infrastructure.
The truth about your secret spot…
Its not so secret. The MNR publishes a stocked lake guide, online and offline, The Nipigon River is famous for
Brook Trout, Rainbow trout arte in all major North Superior tributaries, your favorite walleye lake is hundreds
of other people’s walleye lakes. The secret is not necessarily in the location but also includes timing and
technique. A simple google search will list hundreds of fishing spots in NW Ontario.
“People don’t spend money when fishing here so why bother telling them where to fish”
This is probably one of my favorite, in its simplicity to debunk. Simply put, if they are here, they are spending
money. Fisher-people as a whole will frequent local tackle/bait shops at a minimum. You better bet beer and
liquor stores see a benefit. Grocery stores, gas stations, restaurants and coffee shops for sure see an increase
in business. Camping facilities, hotels and even bed and breakfasts gain. So by any business gaining a little
extra business, it directly affects the people of that community in Jobs, taxes and infrastructure.
So remember, by sharing, we are increasing the economic well being of the communities and people of the
North Shore.
Copyright 2016 - GH Services
You may only reproduce this content with permission. Contact ghart@nwoutdoors.ca for permission. We encourage
this content to be used in local northwest Ontario newspapers/websites with proper accreditation and the website
URL displayed (www.nwoutdoors.ca).
Other than that - be nice!
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This is version 1.0 of the Magazine: Updates do happen!

ABOUT US
FACTS

                                   

Issue 			

Submission Deadline

Release

Spring		

April 15			

Early May

Summer		

June 15			

Mid July

Fall Issue		

August 15			

Early September

Winter			

December 15			

Early January

Opinions and information in this magazine is not guaranteed for
accuracy and in no way does anyone guarantee you will catch more
fish, find more blueberries, be successful in any hunting draws, find a
lucky $1000 dollar bill, fill your nets with smelt, etc. etc.
We do guarantee you will have fun trying.

Content and pictures provided with permission from:
www.thunderbayfishing.com
www.mybackyard.ca
www.thetimesstar.ca
The outdoors people of NW Ontario
Advertising
The Magazine is being downloaded 189 times a week. Our
websites provide nearly 700000 hits per month primarily from
outdoor enthusiasts.
www.nwoutdoors.ca/advertise for more information

G l e n n
H a r t
ghart@nwoutdoors.ca
R o g e r
M a y e r
rmayer@nwoutdoors.ca

www.nwoutdoors.ca
We are currently seeking
team members:
Amateur writers
Amateur Photographers
Salesperson
If interested contact
ghart@nwoutdoors.ca
Subscriptions, maps and
individual issues available at
www.nwoutdoors.ca/shop

Share us on
Facebook!

www.hartspace.ca
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Fishing

STOCKED LAKES
NIPIGON - TOWER ROAD                                   

Getting There
Highway 11/17 at Nipigon, Tower road is located along
the west side of the OPP Station, across the highway from the Tourist Information Center.
Road is gravel which deteriorates (but still maintained) the farther
in you get to the “tower look off). From there it is a logging road.
Trails to lakes are not maintained and can
be quite messy in spring/summer.
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STOCKING HISTORY
				
2012		

LAKE 21: 			
LAKE 9:			
LAKE 19:			
KNIFE LAKE:		
STILLWATER LAKE:
SHOEPAC LAKE:		
LOFQUIST LAKE:		
NO GOOD LAKE:		
DEER LAKE: 		

1479		
1479		
1168		
866		
2599		
1444		
3000 (838)
1444		
3263		

2013

1797		
1797		
1438		
1078		
3615		
1782		
4000		
1782		
4000		

2014		

2039		
1974		
1579		
1184		
4501		
1974		
3000		
1974		
-----		

9

2015

2388				
2388
1897			
1414
4502
2357
3000 (281) (ADULT FISH)
2357
2000
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Hunting

H U N T I N G

2016

IMPORTANT DATES                                   

This is Only a Guide - for official start dates/rules consult
your hunting handbook or visit
http://nwoutdoors.ca/outdoor-resources/ for up to date
links and information. Dates are for most of NW Ontario,
some areas may differ.
Moose Tag Draw			
Elk					
Antlerless Deer Draw		

April 20 - May 31
May 1 - June 10
March 1 - June 30

Online application for Draws Click Here!
Season Dates are tentative - May change
Adult Moose (Bows Only)		
Adult Moose (Gun)			
Calf Moose (Gun)			
Deer (Bow Only)				
Deer (Gun)				
Black Bear (Gun/Bow)			
Select units Spring			

Sept. 24 - Oct. 14
Oct.14 - Dec. 15
Oct. 22 - Nov. 6
Sept. 1 - Oct. 7
Oct. 8 - Dec. 15
Aug. 15 - Oct. 31
May 1 - June 15

Small Game
Grouse 					
Rabbit					

Sept. 15 - Dec. 31
Sept. 1 - June 15
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THE LONG COLD
WINTER NIGHTS
HERE IN THE
NORTH ARE
REGULARLY LIT UP
BY SPECTACULAR
NORTHERN LIGHTS.

The normal winter essentials and guidelines for northern
Ontario should be followed as the nights get cold in a
hurry. This means good gloves/mittens, winter jacket and
insulated pants are a must. Cold metal of the tripod is
particularly hard on your hands when moving stuff around.
The Cold kills batteries fast so bring extra batteries in
a warm place. A flashlight or head lamp with red filter
(cellophane or red-LED) will give you light without taking
away your night vision.
Did I mention to dress warm!
Camera
Any digital or film camera (yes they do exist) is useable as
long as you have access to manual settings or advanced
features. Wide angle lenses are the best overall and never
use a filter lens as they will slow down the exposure. Zoom
lenses will also have a detrimental affect on picture taking.
You are taking pictures in the dark at night in the cold and
as simple a setup you can use, the better.
Also handy would be a remote control to eliminate
vibrations when taking pictures, although the camera timer
should suffice.
Tripod
A good sturdy tripod is a must as even the slightest wind
vibration can blur the pictures. Hanging weight from the
center hook will help stabilize lighter tripods as well. Quick
connects for the camera are a must as you want everything
to be as easy as can be when out at night.
Settings
Manual settings on the camera should be played with in the
comfort of your home to familiarize yourself with them.
You will need to know how to control your cameras timer,
change the ISO, F Ratio and adjust the shutter speed.
f-ratio: The maximum light a lens will allow in. f/2 will allow
more light than f/4.0
ISO: Higher the number, brighter the picture however with
more noise.
Shutter speed: How long to leave the shutter open on
the lens. Normal photography is a fraction of a second,
northern lights will require up to 20 seconds.

General
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The following chart showing some testing parameters to try
for optimal picture taking. Shutter speed is listed in seconds,
try to keep exposure times minimal to limit blurriness.
These numbers are considered a base starting point.
If the picture is to bright/grainy, turn down the ISO and
corresponding F/Ratio and shutter speed.
F Ratio		
2		
2.8		
4		

400 iso		
15 sec		
30 sec		
60 sec		

800 iso		
7 sec		
15 sec		
30 sec		

1600 iso
4 sec
7 sec
15 sec

Preparing for the Northern Lights
So you have a nice clear night to view/photograph the lights.
During the daylight hours its always good to scout out an
area to view/photograph. A ridge overlooking a valley, a
frozen lake, somewhere comfortable where you are away
from the human lights of our towns and cities but can stay
close to your vehicle/shelter. A northerly view is preferable
however east/west and even south are good during peak
displays.
Typically, NW Ontario needs a Kp number of 3 or more to
be able to see the lights. Northern States need a Kp of 5 or
more. Of course that changes as you go north, as the lights
get brighter and more intense even within a few hundred km
of the US border.
Predicting the northern lights
An easy website to use is the Aurora forecast. It combines
government data and extrapolates it into a current and
three-day forecast for viewing the lights in north America.
The Higher the Kp number the better the show /chances
to see the lights. Solar storms provide the best viewing
opportunities and a Kp value of 5 or more is considered a
storm.
Resource: [ http://www.aurora-service.org/aurora-forecast/ ]

Glenn Hart [ NW Ontario Outdoors]
Resources
Resource: [ http://www.aurora-service.org/aurora-forecast/ ]
Resource: [ http://astronomynorth.com/aurora-forecast/ ]
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The snowshoe Hare
The primary rabbit species
here in the northwest, the
snowshoe (or varying)
hare is a primary prey for
most carnivores. They’re
reproduction rates are very
high and there is no danger of
them becoming endangered
anytime soon. There can be
as many as 500 to 600 per
square km and they inhabit
every province in Canada.
Commonly hunted during
fall/late fall with dogs and on
foot when their colours are
changing from brown to white
due to the temperature drops.
The peak hunting period is
when the rabbits have turned
white but the snow is nonexistent/sparse.

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Winter 2016

Habitat
Their preferred habitat
is in conifer forests with
abundant young growth in the
underbrush or taller bushes
which act as protection. Boreal
forest alongside 5 to 10 yearold cut areas are a great place
to start. The denser foliage
helps protect them as well as
provides food as they will eat
the bark of exposed young
trees during the winter.
They spend most of their days
in natural “holes”. Under logs,
snow laden spruce bows,
fallen/leaning trees etc. etc..
During the evening and the
morning, they are at their most
active as they search for food,
and in the summer months
they can easily bee seen on
roadways just at dusk/dawn
munching on the grass that
grows there.

Hunting
Activity
When it gets cold the
Snowshoe hare will move to
keep warm up, during nasty
weather (windy, snow, rain)
they tend to hunker down and
wait it out. Although they do
have nice big feet, fluffy snow
will trip them up as they sink
into it moving about. At -30 to
-40 they tend to just stay home
and dont move around

areas from their bedding
areas. This is where one looks
to set the snares.

15

Snaring rabbits

legal gauge, which is why the
gauge is set at 22 to 24 and
softer metals like copper/brass.
Stainless steel snares are not
allowed.

They move to and from
feeding areas in the morning/
evening where they feed on
small branches and bark of
small trees. Feeding areas
can easily be distinguished
by random tracks everywhere
and gnawed on trees/twigs.

Utilizing a 22 to 24 gauge
copper or brass wire, a
“noose” is suspended above
a well travelled rabbit run
in hopes of capturing them
and either strangling them or
holding them until the trapper
returns. The other end of the
snare is securely attached to
a stick or tree of 2 or more
inches’ thickness. Snaring
should never take place near
populated areas or even
houses where housecats are
allowed outside.

The noose part of the snare
is not to be larger than 10cm
diameter which is the average
fist size and an average rabbit
head size. Any bigger and the
rabbit will not be snared or
snared improperly. The bottom
of the noose should be 4-6
inches off the ground and set in
the landing/jumping area of a
run, called the beat. The center
of the rabbit beat is where the
majority of hopping starts/end
and that’s your target area for
the snare.

A creature of habit, they will
utilize the same trails over and
over to and from their feeding

Larger animals and even
some larger rabbits can easily
snap off the snare if it is the

Northwest Ontario Outdoors |
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Materials needed
Pliers/diagonal cutters – A Knife and
fingers will suffice in a pinch
Brass Wire 22 or 24 Gauge –
Available in large rolls at hardware
stores for a fraction of the cost of
“Snare wire” at hunting stores –
same wire.
Machete or brush axe for cutting off
branches/trees.
Marker Tape - because you want to
remember where you set.

Making the Snare
Cut a piece of wire approximately 1-2 feet in length depending on the location you are setting it.
One end of the wire wrap and make into a loop about half a cm in diameter, then twist the loop 5 or
6 times. This is the sliding loop that will make up the noose portion.
Take the other end of the wire and place through the loop you just made, making a “noose about fist
sized. You can bend the wire a bit at the loop point to help keep the noose from sliding closed.
The other end of the snare is to be attached to a tree/stick of your choosing. Position the noose
approximately where you want it in the rabbit run, then wrap the other end around the holding
branch/tree and tighten with 6-7 more twists. Pliers can be used but do not over-tighten as it can
weaken the snare.
Place sticks, twigs or spruce bows on either side of the run around the snare to help funnel in the
rabbits.
Put a piece of marking tape at about eye level – try to use the same branch/tree as the snare is set
on.
Then return daily to check snare.

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Winter 2016
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Gardening

So there’s snow and ice and cold, dark long nights so now is a great time to start planning
your garden.
About Square Foot Gardening
Square foot gardening is a popular gardening method that utilizes maximum planting density
(minimal area) using elevated boxes divisible into one-foot square areas. The boxes are 12”
to two feet high and filled with rich compost/soil mixes. The elevated boxes are a maximum
of four feet wide and since they are never walked on the soil is not compacted and is easily
turned and worked.
Resource: [ http://mybackyard.ca/square-foot-gardening/ ]
The benefits to northern climates of the square foot gardening method are:
- Elevated boxes heat up faster – increasing growing season
- Easy to work/maintain due to loose soils.
- Small area helps with first frost covering.
- Boxes are easy to cover to extend growing season even more.
- Provides increased yields.
- Densely planted areas retain water better (self shading).
Each plant has a defined spacing (per square foot) as defined by locality or “the official rules”
- simply Google square foot rules “name of plant”.
Feel free to modify / experiment rules to work in your locality.
Determine your growing season.
The length of your growing season will directly affect what you can plant. It is also important
to note what plants are frost resistant. In Thunderbay, according to Farmer’s Almanac, last
frost date is June 1 and First Frost is September 15 which gives a 105 day growing season.
Here in Nipigon my own personal observations put my growing season around 100 days,
Greenstones is around 80. Usually any seed that has a Days to Majority equal to or less
than your growing season is possible. Frost resistant plants can even be safe for another
week or two. If the days to maturity is longer than your growing season there will have to be
special considerations/methods used.
Resource: [ http://www.almanac.com/content/frost-chart-canada ]
So what do you want to plant?
So you know what your growing season is now the fun part, picking what you want to grow.
Make a list of things you would like/eat.
Some standard garden fare would be bush beans, peas, lettuce, tomatoes, potatoes,
carrots, cucumbers. Some not so common but enjoyable plants are turnips, rutabaga,
parsnips, corn.
Utilizing any online seed catalog (I use http://www.veseys.com/ ) you can simply go down
the list and confirm if you can grow that particular vegetable. Some plants I have googled to
obtain maturity times.
Resource: [ [Video] http://mybackyard.ca/excel-garden-planner/ ]
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COMMON GARDEN FARE/MATURITY
TIMES
Leaf Lettuce matures in ~ 55 days
Romaine Lettice Matures in ~70 days
Bush Beans (pole beans tend to have higher maturity
days/require more space)
Yellow wax Bush beans mature ~ 54 days
Green bush beans ~ 50 days
Peas (tend to be frost resistant)
Shelled Peas mature ~ 60 days
Snap Peas mature ~65 days (tall – need trellis)
Snow Peas mature ~69 days (tall – need trellis)
Tomatoes require a long growing season, well they
are from down south). So time to cheat – simply use
transplants which can be obtained locally starting in May
Seeds tend to become widely available locally in
May and it is fun to shop for seeds and of course
transplants have to be local so May is a great time
to get out to the garden centers.
If you want to take the guesswork out of seed
buying, try online shopping. January and February
are the months to order seeds online.
Resource: [ https://www.veseys.com ]
Simply visit the wide variety of online seed stores,
Vesseys is one of my favorites. Utilizing you plant
counts from the design stage you can order away.
Keep in mind, extra seeds will usually last years
and still be viable. Always better to order more
than not have enough.
Now sit back and do the research on all the things
you can do to get ready for planting come spring,
it beats going out in the cold and snow.
				- Glenn Hart
Article Resources:
http://mybackyard.ca/square-foot-gardening/
[Video] http://mybackyard.ca/excel-garden-planner/
http://www.almanac.com/content/frost-chart-canada
https://www.veseys.com

Potatoes
Between 80 and 100 days – Pushing it however the
potatoes themselves are protected underground so they
just may not be huge.
Carrots
Between 60 and 70 days – can usually just be left in
ground until the frost kills the tops.
Cucumbers
60-80 days to maturity however easily and cheaply
purchased as transplants so cheat a little.
Turnips
40-80 days to maturity – good to go
Rutabagas (are not turnips)
60-90 days to maturity – they like the cold
Corn
70-90 days to maturity (needs to be grown in block
together)
Parsnips
120 days to maturity – well that’s going to require special
considerations. I have yet to grow them reliably here so
buy them in the store.
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Adventure

Quetico Park – Dawson Trail
Nestled between Highway 11 and the US Border, just South to Eva and Crystal Lakes lies Quetico Provincial park.
Approximately 160km west of Thunderbay on Highway 11, just 40km east of Atikokan and all its amenities.
This year round park offers some great hiking, canoeing, wildlife viewing and even fishing amongst its 1.2 million
acres of untouched Canadian shield. 600 Lakes and rivers hold walleye, smallmouth bass, lake trout, northern pike,
and even Brook trout in a couple lakes. Special fishing regulations are in place with only artificial baits and barbless
hooks allowed. You can buy a fishing license at the Dawson Trail entrance.
No motorized vehicles are allowed – Hike and canoe to your hearts content and enjoy so0me of the best NW
Ontario has to offer.
[Website: http://www.quetico100.com] - Trail maps, camping information, rules/regulations, events and more.
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Spotlight:

Nipigon
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MAP MAKING
THUNDERBAYFISHING MAPS                                 
You may have noticed the maps
in this magazine.
I have been modifying existing
maps to fit this new standard to
include the following layers:
Topography (shaded)
Lake/River/Swamp
Access
Boat Launch information
Bathymetry (if available)
Amenities if any
Land ownership (incomplete)
Tree types
The consolidation is an effort
to create a set of maps for the
region done in the region. These
maps will become available for
sale at thunderbayfishing.com as
individual maps within the next
few weeks. A number are ready
to go including:

Larger Maps:
Kenogamisis
Nipigon Stocked Lakes
Nipigon River
Single Sheet maps:
Lofquist
Firehill
Oliver
Whitefish
Cloud
Adrian
Boobas
Black Sturgeon (hunt/fish)
Hartley
Huronian
Icarus
Sandstone
Sunbow
Eva
Crystal

Available online at: http://nwoutdoors.ca/fishing-maps/

Each map will also include
specific information on fishing/
access to that particular lake.
Information usually gathered at
the Thunderbay fishing message
board.
If you are looking for additional
information please join and ask
there as I am sure someone if not
I, will help you out.

Please keep in mind NONE
of these are navigation maps
and should not be considered
as such. I am relying on
government data for the most
part and a lot of mapping is
interpretation. Bathymetry
lines are never exactly correct,
tree types are based on photo
interpretation and information
is subject to change.
Please report any errors/
omissions or if you would like
something added, I will try my
best to update accordingly.
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Ice fishing destination

Kama Bay offers some of the best Lake Superior Ice fishing in the Nipigon Area.
Whitefish, Lake Trout, Rainbow Trout, Lake Cisco and even the occasional Brook Trout.
Kama bay is accessed approximately 24 km east of the Nipigon River Bridge along highway
17. Turn right onto small road, parking area is just off highway 17. DO NOT PARK NEAR RAIL
WAY - It is considered private property by CP. A truck can access the road unless there is
too much snow, cars are not recommended unless you hate it and want to leave it there.
Just over the railway line, stay left onto forest road for 1.5 km to lake near mouth of
Jackpine river. Going right takes you to private cottages. There is a parking area at lake
and gravel areas to launch boats. Rocky shoreline that drops off relatively quickly.
Check your fishing regulations ofr open seasons and catch limits!
MAP IS NOT FOR NAVIGATION PURPOSES, USE IT YOUR OWN RISK.
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ICE FISHING AFTER DARK
JESSE LAKE BURBOT

                                   
February and March congregating
and spawning deep under the ice.
March is a great time to angle for
them with only one problem, they
feed after dark.
The Burbot trip.

March brings one of the most
enjoyable ice fishing periods of NW
Ontario. Days are getting long, the
sun beats down with intensity. Ice
fishing during the day in T-shirts
is possible. It’s a great time to
spend on the ice. Now why would
anyone want to return to the cold,
dark days of ice fishing of just a
month ago?

Its Burbot time.
Burbot, AKA Freshwater Ling,
AKA Eelpout AKA lingcod, AKA
the lawyer, is a bottom dwelling
cold loving cod like fish that inhabits numerous deep lakes here in
NW Ontario. These large serpents like fish, the only freshwater
cod related species, spend their
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Many deep lakes in NW Ontario
and even Lake Superior hold
healthy populations of this undervalued fish. Its night time feeding,
unusual appearance and unfamiliarity amongst most anglers make
the Burbot in these parts unmolested by fisher people. Over the
past few years however, Jesse
Lake has had an increase in targeted Burbot fishing in February
and March.
Jesse Lake, part of the Nipigon
River system is locally known for
its great Lake Trout fishing during
the winter and during the days
many ice fishers can be seen in
its frozen coves where the reduced
current allows the ice to form nice
and thick. A typical Burbot fishing
trip will start late afternoon as you

Fishing

venture out for Lake Trout into
the evening. This gives you time
to setup shelter and prepare for
nightfall, and hopefully catch a few
Lakers. If you fish through smaller
than an 8” hole, you may consider
getting a larger auger as some of
these fish will have massive heads
and may not fit.
The Burbot will come from deeper
water into shallower underwater
shelves with a good starting depth
of 60 feet. They will appear right
on bottom as they migrate. This is
where to catch them. Using baited,
glow in the dark jig heads or glow
in the dark twister tails/jig heads
bounced just off bottom, with the
down stroke slamming onto the
bottom, it should become apparent very quickly if you are in the
right place.

Spread out your holes at various
depths until you find the fish. A
fish finder modified for ice fishing
is a great way to find fish as they
appear as long pieces of the
bottom rising a bit off bottom.
Once you have them located, it’s
a simple recharge the glow of your
jig/body, drop to bottom, jig off
bottom. Burbot will tend to just suck
the bait in and they are hooked.
Their tough mouth however they
can easily throw a hook. Their size
also tend to bend hooks straight
and we have lost some giants
simply to straightened hooks.
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BURBOT
FISHING FACTS
Can range from 1-20lbs, Jesse
produces numerous 10lb fish and
a few larger nearly every trip.
Very little of the Burbot is
filleted, the back and the
back section of the tail.
A hotspot can produce 2040 fish in less than an hour.
Smaller fish should be returned
to the water quickly.
Larger glow in the dark jig
heads and bodies with a
piece of bait is ideal.
Only fish the bottom
foot of water.
Bring a Gaff for larger fish
you intend to keep.
Dress warm, have shelter
and ample lighting and
backup lighting.
The fish are migrating, so will bite
for a while then move on.
Always be aware of sled room for
your catch – only take what you
want to keep and have room for.
When fileted, the back fillets
are close to cod with a
stronger fishier taste from
the end of tail fillets.
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RABBIT STEW
LOW FAT, ULTRA HEALTHY FOOD                                   
Make a simple dusting for the rabbit pieces
with flour, thyme, rosemary and salt/pepper
depending on taste.
Heat up frying pan on med-high heat, sprinkle
with olive oil.
Dust rabbit pieces and brown in the frying pan
on both sides (approx. 10 minutes).
Remove Rabbit pieces, sauté Onion, Bacon,
Garlic for a few minutes then place rabbit
pieces back in frying pan for a few minutes.

Ingredients
Substitute,modify as to
your liking. The important
part is to brown rabbit,
deglaze pan with red
wine.
Rabbit/Rabbits (I use two)
Cut each rabbit into 5
pieces
Flour
Rosemary
Garlic
Thyme
Onion (1 diced)
Bay leaves (2)
Bacon
Red Wine

Deglaze the frying pan with red wine and
transfer entire pan contents to large pot.
Add two Bay leaves.
Add a quart of water, bring to a boil and
simmer for 3-4 hours.
Take this time to prepare the vegetables for
the stew.
Strain out rabbit parts, being careful to get the
little bones. Peel the meat off the rabbit bones
and put back in pot.
Add vegetables, fill with water to just above
vegetables and bring back to a boil.
Let simmer for 30-40 minutes until vegetables
are tender.
Remove Bay leaves.
If you want to thicken, add some flour/
cornstarch for remaining 10 minutes.
Serve

Potatoes (10)
Carrots (2-3lbs)
Rutabaga (1 large)
Turnip (2)
Parsnips (if desired) (2-3)
Rabbits have a lot of
smaller bones, a good
straining is very effective
at getting the bones out
however there may be
some left.
Wild rabbits have almost
zero fat so they will dry
out very fast if fried fot
to long especially with
reduced oil.
Commercial rabbits are
fattier.
Northwest Ontario Outdoors |
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SUPERIOR FISHING
ICE FISHING KAMA BAY                                 
The largest freshwater lake on earth, Lake Superior,
holds ample fishing opportunities both during the summer and winter months. The cold weather makes for
great ice in most bays and inlets of the North shore of
Superior.
Whitefish, Lake Trout, Cisco, Brook Trout. Rainbow
Trout, Pike and even walleye in some places are all
caught through the ice and varying times and locations
along the lake.

Access Points from Little Trout Bay near the US/Canada
Border, Thunderbay, Silver Harbour, Hurkett, Red Rock,
Kama Bay and beyond all offer (depending on ice conditions) a superb winter fishery.
For this article will focus on Kama Bay as this is my
own local access point, If you are looking for additional
locations and information, join the conversation at:
http://fishingboard.thunderbayfishing.com/index.php
(Google: fishing Thunderbay message board)
Kama Bay
Kama Bay, located 20km east of Nipigon along highway
17 provides not only spectacular views from its look outs
along the highway, it also provides some of the best
Lake Superior ice fishing around Nipigon.
Access is via a camp road (see page 39 for directions)
and a short 1km walk or snow machine to the shores
of the lake. Usually the road is well packed by snow
machines.
My first experience at Kama was in a winter where there
was no snow, instead a foot of clear ice allowed you
to see the cisco swimming beneath as they passed on
occasion. There was no fishing that day. You could drive
right to the shore and further if you dared.
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You are completely exposed at
Kama - dress warm and bring cover
if you plan to spend the day. The
north wind is strong and biting at
times.
Fishing
Fishing is done via set lines or
jigging, the species you are looking
for determines your depth.
Lake Trout like it deep in 40+ feet of
water just off bottom, as do whitefish
who will come in shallower and hang
closer to the bottom. Live minnows
(small to medium) just off bottom
can yield good catches on set lines.
Jigs tipped with strips of cisco bellies
and jigged just off bottom (up to 4-5
feet off bottom). Whitefish also love
a good waxworm, small bug larvae
which can be purchased at your local
pet food store.
Cisco (Lake Herring) are more of a
top water/mid water fish, cruising
about in small school from time to
time. The clarity of the water being
Lake Superior is phenomenal and
its easy to see the fish as they pass
beneath your holes. They will readily
hit small, bait tipped (wax worms)
danced around about 5-10 feet
below your hole.
Continued on next page ....

Evening near dusk on Kama
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... Continued from previous page
Rainbow Trout also inhabit the water
column, sometimes feeding on the
Cisco, they will put up quite the struggle
when hooked.
Moving a little closer to shore with rocky
bottoms can yield some coaster brook
trout during their open season - trophies
are out there even through the ice.
Techniques
Starting a few hundred feet off shore,
drill some holes back towards shore.
These will help you determine depth
changes. Fish the bottom, and slowly
fish up the water column. A flasher or
fish finder is useful.
The bottom will yield whitefish and lake
trout, higher up rainbows, cisco and
even suspended Lake Trout.
You can slowly move holes towards
shore until you find the depth of the fish.
Lake Cisco/Rainbow will swim a lot so
your primary target would be the Lake
Trout and or whitefish.

Jig heads of various sizes and colours with twister tails and maybe tipped
with a bit of bait work great for bottom fishing. Raise and lower the jig thumping it on bottom can really get the fish motivated.
Cisco bellies, dead minnows, smelts (whole or pieces), wax worms,
nightcrawlers all make for great additions to a presentation.
Live minnows just off bottom are great for set lines/tip-ups.
Cooked spaghetti, broken into 1cm pieces - and soaked in bright food
colouring is another technique used to “chum” the water as you dump
small pinches down the hole periodically. They resemble small worms on
the bottom and will keep fish in the area for a little longer.
Gear
A popup shelter and heater will keep you warm and protected for day
trips.
A sled or two.
Ice Auger - powered preferable. 8 inches is more than enough.
An auger extension for later in the year - 3 feet of ice or more sometimes.
Extra gloves.
A seat/lawn chair.
A thermos helps keep your bait from freezing (waxworms/nightcrawlers).
Snacks, something warm to drink.
Sit back and enjoy the day.

Once you find their activity depth,
additional holes parallel to the shore will
keep you at a relatively similar depth.
Keep your eyes out just under the ice for
the schools of Cisco as well.
Bait/Lures
Jigging Lures like the Swedish pimple
are used often, as well as non-traditional
lures like the little Cleo can be very
productive.
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ICE SAFETY
STAY SAFE OUT THERE                                   

November, December bring on the ice fishing
season where we move from soft water to hard
water - sometimes in a matter of weeks.

Spreading out when on ice greatly increases
your surface area, meaning less buoyancy
needed (which is why they tell you not to stand
up after crawling out of broken ice).

It’s also one of the most dangerous times as
fishers are getting ancy waiting on the ice. They Always be aware of springs, running water as
tend to do a few more risky things and once fish ice tends to be thinner in these areas.
fever comes, sometimes common sense goes.
Our ice here in NW Ontario tends to go to 3-4
Once you are in the water, it’s too late to put on feet pretty quick but be wary of first ice. Four
a survival suit. The importance of ice thickness inches minimum for a single ice fisher (doesn’t
count large group huddled together). Five
coupled with an understanding of the lake you
inches for a single snow machine. A foot for a
are fishing /travelling on are essential to being
safe. Of course everyone should be wearing a
small car. Fifteen inches for a medium truck. Oh
and 36 inches for a small bulldozer.
flotation survival suit when on ice.
Ice thickness safety is based on the buoyancy of
the ice underneath – not at all on the strength of
the ice, something I learned when trying to get a
bulldozer across a lake one winter.
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REGIONAL FISHING
EVENTS
REGIONAL EVENTS (NONFISHING) STILL AVAILABLE AT :
http://www.nosta.on.ca/?pgid=172
Shown are tentative and approximate dates for Fishign Tournaments and derbies in NW Ontario.
If one is missing, please email ghart@nwoutdoors.ca with the details.
All dates are tentative and may be based on previous years.
More definitive details and dates will come as I receive the information. If you have information
on dates/times and details please forward to email above for updating.
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Nipigon Kids fishing Derby
May 14
FREE! - Under 14

English River Bass
Challenge
Mid July

Stratton Fish Derby
Long weekend May

Kenora Bronzeback Classic
Mid-end July

Emo Walleye Classic
June 4-6

Fort Frances Canadian Bass
Championships
third week July

Red Rock Kids Fish Derby
June 18
FREE - under 14
Tbaytel Dryden Walleye
masters
June 18, 19
Geraldton Walleye Classic
June 24-26
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Nakina Bass derby
August 2-4
Kenora Bass International
Second week August
English River Bass/Walleye
Tournament
Mid August

Shoal Lake Bass Classic
First weekend July
Terrace Bay Fish Derby
July 1
Marathon Kids fish Derby
July 10
Caramat Fish Derby
July 8-10
Lake Nipigon Trout Hunt
July 15-17
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Atikokan Bass Classic
Mid August

Crow Lake Classic
Mid September

Morson bass International
last weekend in August

Last Chance Bass
Third week September

Red Lake Fall Classic
September 5
Nipigon Fall Fishing Festival
September 2-5
Perch Lake Bass Challenge
Early September

Bassin for Bucks
Second weekend September
Rainy River Walleye Tournament
September 24-26
Dogpaw/Caviar Lake Annual
Bass Challenge
End September

Robert Ottertail Jr. Memorial
Bass Tournament
Mid September
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CUSTOM EMBROIDERY                                 
Hats and Clothing and more

http://nwoutdoors.ca/shop/

